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The Fortinet NSE4_FGT-7.0 certification exam offers a great opportunity for beginners or
professionals to verify their skill level and knowledge. The Network Security Professional
NSE4_FGT-7.0 certification will  recognize your expertise in the market and you can do a
job as Fortinet  professional  across the world.  With the Fortinet  NSE 4 -  FortiOS 7.0
NSE4_FGT-7.0  exam certificate,  you  can  get  several  personal  and  professional  benefits.
The NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam benefits are improvement in career opportunities, instant rise in
salary, more job roles, instant promotion, and solid proof of your skills, experience, and
knowledge.  All  these  benefits  are  associated  with  the  NSE  4  NSE4_FGT-7.0  certification
exam. So you have to pass the NSE4_FGT-7.0 certification exam then you will avail of all
these personal and professional benefits. However, passing the NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam is a
really  challenging  task.  But  with  the  P2PExams  Fortinet  NSE4_FGT-7.0  Exam
Questions,  you  can  pass  the  Fortinet  NSE  4  -  FortiOS  7.0  NSE4_FGT-7.0  certification
exam  easily.

 

Why Do You Need to Trust on P2PExams Fortinet
NSE4_FGT-7.0 Exam Dumps?
Do you have  the  plan  to  earn  the  credential  for  the  Network  Security  Professional
NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam? Looking for a simple, smart, and quick way to pass this challenging
NSE 4 NSE4_FGT-7.0 certification exam with flying colors? If your answer is yes then stop
searching and check out the top features of  P2PExams Fortinet NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam
dumps. The P2PExams NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam dumps are particularly designed to ace the
NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam preparation and enable you to pass the NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam on the
first  attempt.  The  P2PExams  Fortinet  NSE  4  -  FortiOS  7.0  NSE4_FGT-7.0  practice  test
questions are designed into three easy-to-use and compatible formats. These formats are
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P2PExams Network Security Professional NSE4_FGT-7.0 web-based practice test software,
desktop  practice  test  software,  and  NSE  4  NSE4_FGT-7.0  PDF  dumps  file.  All  three
NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam questions formats are easy to use, compatible with all devices, and
supported by all  the latest  browsers.  Choose the best  Fortinet  NSE 4 -  FortiOS 7.0
NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam questions format and start NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam preparation right
now.
Fortinet  NSE4_FGT-7.0  Exam Questions  are  Updated  on  a  Regular
Basis
The P2PExams is  committed to  offering top-notch and updated Fortinet  NSE 4 -  FortiOS
7.0 NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam dumps.  So that  you cannot  miss a single Network Security
Professional  NSE4_FGT-7.0  exam  question  in  the  final  exam.  To  fulfill  this  demand  the
P2PExams  has  hired  the  services  of  experienced  and  qualified  NSE  4  NSE4_FGT-7.0
certification experts. They strive hard and work collectively to ensure the relevancy and
top  standard  of  NSE4_FGT-7.0  practice  test  questions.  The  P2PExams  is  offering  three
months of updated Fortinet NSE 4 - FortiOS 7.0 NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam questions download
facility. Now you have the option to download the latest Fortinet NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam
questions  for  up  to  three  months.  This  facility  is  available  in  all  three  P2PExams
NSE4_FGT-7.0  practice  test  question  formats.  Get  the  updated  P2PExams  Network
Security Professional NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam questions now and start preparation without
wasting further time.
Fortinet  NSE4_FGT-7.0 Exam Dumps are Available  at  a  Reasonable
Price
The Fortinet NSE 4 - FortiOS 7.0 NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam dumps are ready to download at a
reasonable price. All types of Fortinet Exam Questions formats are available at the
best  price.  The P2PExams Network  Security  Professional  NSE4_FGT-7.0  exam dumps
prices are entirely affordable for everyone. Take the decision right now and enroll in the
NSE  4  NSE4_FGT-7.0  certification  exam  and  start  preparation  with  P2PExams
NSE4_FGT-7.0 exam dumps. We are quite confident that you can pass the upcoming final
Fortinet NSE 4 - FortiOS 7.0 NSE4_FGT-7.0 certification exam easily.
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Question No. 1

Which three CLI commands can you use to troubleshoot Layer 3 issues if the issue is in neither the
physical layer nor the link layer? (Choose three.)

A. diagnose sys top
B. execute ping
C. execute traceroute
D. diagnose sniffer packet any
E. get system arp

Answer: B, C, D

Question No. 2

Refer to the exhibit to view the application control profile.

Based on the configuration, what will happen to Apple FaceTime?

A. Apple FaceTime will be blocked, based on the Excessive-Bandwidth filter configuration
B. Apple FaceTime will be allowed, based on the Apple filter configuration.
C. Apple FaceTime will be allowed only if the filter in Application and Filter Overrides is set to
Learn
D. Apple FaceTime will be allowed, based on the Categories configuration.

Answer: A

Question No. 3

In which two ways can RPF checking be disabled? (Choose two )

A. Enable anti-replay in firewall policy.
B. Disable the RPF check at the FortiGate interface level for the source check
C. Enable asymmetric routing.
D. Disable strict-arc-check under system settings.

Answer: C, D

Question No. 4

An administrator has a requirement to keep an application session from timing out on port 80. What
two changes can the administrator make to resolve the issue without affecting any existing services



running through FortiGate? (Choose two.)

A. Create a new firewall policy with the new HTTP service and place it above the existing
HTTP policy.
B. Create a new service object for HTTP service and set the session TTL to never
C. Set the TTL value to never under config system-ttl
D. Set the session TTL on the HTTP policy to maximum

Answer: B, C

Question No. 5

Which feature in the Security Fabric takes one or more actions based on event triggers?

A. Fabric Connectors
B. Automation Stitches
C. Security Rating
D. Logical Topology

Answer: B
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